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Network identifiability

• Introduction – background starting from the open-loop case

• Definition(s) of network identifiability

• Two technical results / conditions for evaluating identifiabiltiy

• Generic identifiability through path-based graph conditions

• Discussion and Summary 
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Introduction – classical situation

In classical PE identification:
Models are indistinguishable (from data) if
their predictor filters are the same:

When are models essentially different (in view of identification)?
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Introduction – classical situation

predictor:

predictor filters:

models:

parameters:

Two models can not be
distinguished from data

data informativity for model set (Ljung, 1999)

trivial for classical (open-loop) case

Identifiability of model structure
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Introduction – classical situation

predictor:

predictor filters:

models:

parameters:

Reason:
• Freedom in network structure
• Freedom in presence of excitations and 

disturbances

Non-trivial for network case



Network identifiability problem
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The network model:

to an equivalent model:



Network identifiability problem
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Network equation in terms of external signals:



Network identifiability
blue = unknown/parametrized
red   = fixed/known
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Network identifiability
Network:
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rank p

dim(r) = K

The network is defined by:
a network model is denoted by:

and a network model set by:

represents prior knowledge on the network models: 
• topology
• disturbance correlation
• known (non-parametrized) modules
• external excitation signals available  



Network identifiability
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Definition Network identifiability[1]

[1] Weerts et al., Automatica, March 2018; 
[2] Hendrickx et al., IEEE-TAC, 2019. 



Network identifiability
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[1] Weerts et al., Automatica, March 2018; 

Proposition
If  

Then   



Network identifiability
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Explanation  



Network identifiability
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If the conditions of the proposition are satisfied, then the implication in the 

identifiability definition can be turned into:  

or equivalently: 



Network identifiability
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• Network identifiability is a property of a parametrized model set

• It is not dependent on any identification method

• It focusses on uniquenes of network models, rather than of parameters



Network identifiability
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Different results for network identifiability

• (Conservative) result that is independent of the structure in          

• More technical result that builds on the structure in

• Path-based result on the network graph for generic identifiability



First (conservative) network identifiability result
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Then

and

Prime identifiability question:



First (conservative) network identifiability result
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Sufficient condition for network identifiability[1],[2] – full excitation case  

[1] Goncalves and Warnick, 2008; 
[2] Weerts et al, Automatica, March 2018.;



Network identifiability
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Reasoning



Example 1 
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Example 2 
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Interpretation
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Interpretation of result:

Consequence:



Dynamic network setup - nonuniqueness
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[1] G. Bottegal et al., SYSID2018
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Then

Second network identifiability result 



Second network identifiability result 
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Sufficient condition for network identifiability[1] – general case  

[1] Weerts et al, Automatica, March 2018.



Second network identifiability result 
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[1] Weerts et al, Automatica, March 2018.

An immediate consequence of the condition is that

Proof:



Second network identifiability result – using G-structure
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Weerts et al., Automatica, March 2018; Shi et al. ArXiv, 2020.

The condition becomes also necessary if we add some conditions on      : 



If we restrict the structure of          :
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Example 5-node network (continued) 

First check:



Rank condition:  
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Example 5-node network (continued) 



Issues:
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Example 5-node network (continued) 



Generic identifiability
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[1] Van der Woude, 1991; [2] Bazanella et al., CDC 2017; [3] Hendrickx et al., 2019.

Generic rank and vertex disjoint paths[1],[2],[3]

A path-based check on the topology of the network model set can decide 
whether the conditions for identifiability are satisfied generically.



Generic rank
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The generic rank of a transfer function can be evaluated by graph-based conditions

Generic rank = number of vertex-disjoint paths

There are graph algorithms for calculating this, based on the topology of the network

No numerical evaluation based on dynamic systems coefficients. 



Example 5-node network
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w5 w1G15 w4G21 w3G34

G12 G23

G53

v1 v2 v3r4

w2

r5

2 vertex-disjoint paths → full row rank 2

Full row rank of



Example 5-node network
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2 vertex-disjoint paths → full row rank 2

Full row rank of

w5 w1G15 w4G21 w3G34

G12 G23

G53

v1 v2 v3r4

w2

r5



Example 5-node network
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1 vertex-disjoint path → full row rank 1

Full row rank of

w5 w1G15 w4G21 w3G34

G12 G23

G53

v1 v2 v3r4

w2

r5



Example 5-node network
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1 vertex-disjoint paths → full row rank 1

Full row rank of

w5 w1G15 w4G21 w3G34

G12 G23

G53

v1 v2 v3r4

w2

r5



Example 5-node network
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1 vertex-disjoint paths → full row rank 1

Full row rank of

w5 w1G15 w4G21 w3G34

G12 G23

G53

v1 v2 v3r4

w2

r5



Conclusion 5-node example
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w5 w1G15 w4G21 w3G34

G12 G43

G53

v1 v2 v3r4

w2

r5



Generic identifiability

Result provides an analysis tool, but is less suited for the synthesis question:
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Given a parametrized network model set:

Where to add external excitation signals to reach generic network 
identifiability of the full network?



Identifiability concept

We started with three different network identifiability concepts[1]:
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In an identification setting, we do not know the system, so concept (a) is less relevant; 

With concepts (b) and (c), identifiability is a verifiable property of a model set,
rather than an assumption on the underlying system.

[1] Hendrickx et al., CDC 2020 introduced the concept of local (generic) identifiability.



Discussion identifiability
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Identifiability of a network model property 

• Rather than focusing on the full network model, a model property can be 
taken as object for identifiability

as e.g. one particular module: 

This will be addressed separately in single module identifiability 



Summary identifiability of full network 
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• Topology of parametrized modules in model set
• Presence and location of external signals, and
• Presence and correlation structure of disturbances

Identifiability of network model sets is determined by
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